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CLASSROOM GUIDE

The Renaissance Explorers 
With History Projects for Kids

Who were the Renaissance explorers? How did they change 
the world?

In The Renaissance Explorers: With History Projects for 
Kids, readers ages 10 through 15 find out more about what 
it meant to be an explorer and follow the biographies of 
five famous Renaissance explorers, including Niccolò de 
Conti, Bartolomeu Dias, Vasco da Gama, Pêro da Covilhã, 
and Ferdinand Magellan, from their childhoods until their 
exhilarating days of scouting new-to-them lands. Alongside 
these male explorers, the lives and contributions of women and 
non-Europeans, who have been historically marginalized and 
ignored, are illuminated and explored, showing readers the true 
diversity of the Renaissance world.

The Renaissance Explorers: With History Projects for Kids 
is one of a set of four books in the Renaissance for Kids 
series. Other titles in the series are The Renaissance 
Inventors, The Renaissance Thinkers, and The Renaissance 
Artists.

Learn more about The Renaissance Explorers at   
nomadpress.net/nomadpress-books/renaissance-explorers

Including Essential Questions and  
Common Core Connections

Nomad Press offers concise classroom guides to help educators explore content-related topics with students and 
encourage them to develop ideas in meaningful ways.

Download free classroom guides for other Nomad Press books at our website, nomadpress.net!

Age: 10–15
Grade: 5–10
Softcover: 9781619306912, $14.95
Hardcover: 9781619306899, $22.95
eBook: all formats available, $9.99
Specs: 8 x 10, 112 pages, color interior
Focus: World History
GRL: X
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ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS TO ASK

DURING READING

KEY VOCABULARY

BEFORE READING

1 Check for Understanding

a What might it have been like to live during the Renaissance when travel 

was difficult and large parts of the world were isolated?

b How did explorers treat the native inhabitants of the lands they explored? Why is the behavior of explorers 

toward indigenous peoples an important thing to study when learning about exploration and geography?

c What roles do language and culture play in exploration?

CCC: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.6.3 Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or 
listening.
CCC: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.6.5b Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., cause/effect, part/whole, item/
category) to better understand each of the words.

1 Establish Background Knowledge

a What do you already know about the Renaissance? What do you know about the explorers who lived then?

b How do you think exploration today is different from exploration 400 years ago?

c Why do you think exploration during the Renaissance is still studied and remembered today?

2 Skill Introduction

a What do you do when you come to a word or phrase you do not know?

b How do photographs and videos help someone learn about a topic?

CCC: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.6.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and 
phrases based on grade 6 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.
CCC: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L6.4d Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by 
checking the inferred meaning in context or in a dictionary).

cartographer, conquer, 
culture, diplomatic, patron, 

pilgrim, rations
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You can read some of Nicolo de Conti’s observations on his travels at this 
website. What kinds of things does he describe?   https://archive.org/
details/NicoloDeContisEarlyFifteenthCenturyTravelsInTheEast



ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS TO ASK

AFTER READING

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS
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ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS TO ASK

Grade: 6 Language CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.6.3,4,4a,4b,4c,4d,5,5b,5c,6

Grade: 6-8 History/Social Studies CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RH.6-8.1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10

Grade: 6 Speaking & Listening CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.6.1,1a,1c,1d,2,3,4,5,6

Grade: 6-8 Writing HST CCSS.ELA-Literacy.WHST.6-8.4,6,7,8,9,10

1 Summary and Expansion

a How do you think indigenous people felt when explorers from other countries claimed their land? How did 

they feel when explorers started settlements, colonizing these claimed lands? Does this still happen today?

b Was it better to explore on one’s own or as part of a team? Which was safer? 

c Why are some goods more valued in different parts of the world? What decides the 

value of an object? How has this process changed since the Renassiance?

d Why did explorers need the support of kings, queens, and other types of 

government to do their jobs? Who supports modern-day explorers?

e If you were an explorer today, what supplies would you bring with you? 

Who would you invite on your expedition? Why?

f Is there anyplace new to explore in the world? How do we know? What are the different tools 

we use today to view different places that they didn’t have back in the Renaissance?

CCC: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RH.6-8.9 Analyze the relationship between a primary and secondary source on the same 
topic.
CCC: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.6.2 Interpret information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, 
quantitatively, orally) and explain how it contributes to a topic, text, or issue under study.
CCC: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.WHST.6-8.9 Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis reflection, and 
research.
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COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS
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Grade: 6 Language
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.6.3,4,4a,4b,4c,4d,5,5b,5c,6

3 Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.
4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 6 reading and content, 
choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.
4a Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence or paragraph; a word’s position or function in a sentence) as a clue to 
the meaning of a word or phrase.
4b Use common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., audience, auditory, 
audible).
4c Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the pronunciation of a 
word or determine or clarify its precise meaning or its part of speech.
4d Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred meaning in context or 
in a dictionary).
5 Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.
5b Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., cause/effect, part/whole, item/category) to better understand each of the 
words.
5c Distinguish among the connotations (associations) of words with similar denotations (definitions) (e.g., stingy, scrimping, 
economical, unwasteful, thrifty).
6 Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and phrases; gather vocabulary 
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important to comprehension or expression.

Grade: 6-8 History/Social Studies
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RH.6-8.1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10

1 Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources.
2 Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide
an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior knowledge or opinions.
3 Identify key steps in a text’s description of a process related to history/social studies
(e.g., how a bill becomes law, how interest rates are raised or lowered).
4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including
vocabulary specific to domains related to history/social studies.
5 Describe how a text presents information (e.g., sequentially, comparatively, causally).
7 Integrate visual information (e.g., in charts, graphs, photographs, videos, or maps) with
other information in print and digital texts.
8 Distinguish among fact, opinion, and reasoned judgment in a text.
9 Analyze the relationship between a primary and secondary source on the same topic.
10 By the end of grade 8, read and comprehend history/social studies texts in the grades
6–8 text complexity band independently and proficiently.

Grade: 6 Speaking & Listening
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.6.1,1a,1c,1d,2,3,4,5,6

1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on 
grade 6 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.
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1a Come to discussions prepared, having read or studied required material; explicitly draw on that preparation by referring to 
evidence on the topic, text, or issue to probe and reflect on ideas under discussion.
1c Pose and respond to specific questions with elaboration and detail by making comments that contribute to the topic, text, or 
issue under discussion.
1d Review the key ideas expressed and demonstrate understanding of multiple perspectives through reflection and paraphrasing.
2 Interpret information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, orally) and explain how it contributes 
to a topic, text, or issue under study.
3 Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims, distinguishing claims that are supported by reasons and evidence from 
claims that are not.
4 Present claims and findings, sequencing ideas logically and using pertinent descriptions, facts, and details to accentuate main 
ideas or themes; use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation.
5 Include multimedia components (e.g., graphics, images, music, sound) and visual displays in presentations to clarify 
information.
6 Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of formal English when indicated or appropriate. 
(See grade 6 Language standards 1 and 3 here for specific expectations.)

Grade: 6-8 Writing HST
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.WHST.6-8.4,6,7,8,9,10

4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and 
audience.
6 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and present the relationships between information and 
ideas clearly and efficiently.
7 Conduct short research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated question), drawing on several sources and 
generating additional related, focused questions that allow for multiple avenues of exploration.
8 Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, using search terms effectively; assess the credibility and 
accuracy of each source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and following a 
standard format for citation.
9 Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis reflection, and research.
10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day 
or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.
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Project from The Renaissance Explorers: With History Projects for Kids

Project

Can You Guess the Scent?
Many of the world’s most popular spices are grown in India. Can you guess what 
they are without peeking? 

Caution: Only smell substances that you know won’t hurt you. Always sniff 
gently so nothing goes up your nose.

 h Gather 5 to 10 different spices from India. Some ideas include pepper (or 
whole peppercorns), cardamom, turmeric, cinnamon, mustard seed, ginger, 
cumin, clove, coriander, fennel, fenugreek, and saffron.

 h Label the bottoms of several paper cups with each spice. Shake a tiny 
amount of each spice into its own labeled cup.

 h With a partner, take turns gently sniffing just above the top of the cup. Be 
sure the person sniffing has their eyes closed. How many spices did you guess 
correctly?

 hMake a list of any foods or recipes you know 
that use spices from India. With an adult’s 
permission, prepare a meal using some of 
these spices. How does it taste? Why might 
people during the Renaissance be eager to 
buy these spices?

Many members of Renaissance 
expeditions kept journals. They 
recorded details about ocean and 
weather conditions. They took notes 
on the cultures of the people they 
met. They sketched the plants and 
animals they saw, sometimes even 
bringing back samples to Europe 
for further study. Do you keep a 
journal? 

WRITE IT DOWN!

11

ACTIVITY!

Check out more titles and other great activities at nomadpress.net.
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Check them out at nomadpress.net
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More Books About Innovators 
and Explorers!


